
New York's most transformational experience is SUMMIT One Vanderbilt. 
 

SUMMIT will change the way guests see cities, the environment, and themselves through a collection of immersive, multi-
sensory experiences. Designed with the intention of transcending everyday existence, SUMMIT offers an entirely new

perspective for the New York cultural scene, set against rare views of Manhattan and the world beyond.

Transparent glass enclosed skyboxes extending from SUMMIT offer sweeping
vantage points of New York, over 1,000 ft (300 m) above Madison Ave. 

The most daring  go even higher with ASCENT, a sensory defying all-glass
elevator reaching SUMMIT's highest elevation,1,210 ft (368 m) above Midtown.

 Air, a story-driven, immersive experience  designed by Kenzo Digital
mixes transparency & reflectivity to create the illusion of boundless space.

Breathtaking views are accented with a curated menu of  light fare and
cocktails, courtesy of Danny Meyer's Union Square Events' at Après.



Immerse yourself in New York's most thrilling experience!

SUMMIT Experience Ticket SUMMIT Ascent Ticket

Dated & Timed Entry to all four floors of SUMMIT
Air, an interactive art experience designed by Kenzo Digital
Access to Après, an exclusive food and cocktail concept by
Danny Meyer’s Union Square Events
Levitation, transparent skyboxes looking over 1,000 ft (300m)
above Manhattan

General admission  includes:
 

Dated & Timed Entry to all four floors of SUMMIT
Air, an interactive art experience designed by Kenzo Digital
Access to Après, an exclusive food and cocktail concept by
Danny Meyer’s Union Square Events
Levitation, transparent skyboxes looking over 1,000 ft (300m)
above Manhattan

 

Refreshments at Après

For a more restorative journey, enjoy
food and cocktails from Après, an

exclusive new concept from Danny
Meyer’s Union Square Events. Sweeping

views of New York are ready to greet
you from the open air terrace and

indoor lounge.

SUMMIT One Vanderbilt is connected directly to Grand
Central Terminal. 
 
This historic world-famous landmark is a cultural destination
home to over 90 shops & restaurants plus a full audio tour to
learn about the countless hidden gems and architectural
phenomenas .

LOCATED IN THE HEART OF MIDTOWN

Claire Chirouze Ulloa
Global Tour and Trade Sales Manager
Claire.Chirouze@summitov.com

CONTACT THE

SUMMIT SALES TEAM

SUMMITOV.COM            @SUMMITOV

PLUS Ascent, a thrilling 12-story all-glass elevator journey to
the highest point of SUMMIT, 1,210 ft (368 m) above Midtown.

https://bit.ly/3x9PbjE
mailto:claire.chirouze@summitov.com
http://summitov.com/
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http://www.instagram.com/summitov

